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Chinese words and phrases Category:Languages of Malaysia Category:Languages of
Thailand Category:Malaysian cultureThe present invention relates generally to a
method and apparatus for applying a liquid to a receiving surface of a web and, more
particularly, to an improved method and apparatus for applying a liquid to a relatively
long section of a continuously moving web. The current means of applying a liquid to a
receiving surface of a moving web involves passing a series of rollers around which the
web is wrapped and applying the liquid either directly to the web or onto one or more
of the rollers. In the first situation, which is used for certain adhesives, the width of the
web is limited by the size of the rollers used. Also, the surface quality of the web is less
than that obtained using a roller coated with a liquid. In the second situation, the
amount of liquid applied to the web is generally limited to the size of the rollers. With
recent advances in web and sheet formation, the formation of films of various types has
become a more common procedure in manufacturing. For example, a web of plastic
film, such as polypropylene, can be formed into bags having a variety of
configurations. In accordance with this procedure, a liquid material, such as adhesives,
is applied to the receiving surface of the web of plastic film, and the film is shaped or
formed about a mandrel in order to form the bag. This shaping is generally
accomplished by directing the film onto a vacuum drum and supporting the film on the
vacuum drum to provide a length of film between two vacuum drums. The liquid is
then applied to the film on the vacuum drums as the film is being stretched around the
mandrel. Once the film is shaped or formed, it is released from the mandrel, and the
film is subsequently cut and sealed together along its longitudinal edges. Because the
liquid being applied to the film is usually a type of adhesive which will bond the film to
itself or to other items which receive the adhesive, it is necessary that the liquid adheres
the film to itself or the other items when it is first applied. Unfortunately, a problem
arises in that very little, if any, of the liquid actually reaches the surface of the film due
to the fact that the film, which is moving at a relatively high ba244e880a
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